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THE RAIN CAME. THE RED CROSS CAME
JANUAR Y 6, 1986

ROBERT VAN FOSSEN

The American Red Cross is ready.
Since the time it was chartered, back in 1900, the
American Red Cross has maintained a disaster readiness program,
able to respond to any location in the United States where disaster
strikes. The initial response to a disaster is provided by the local Red
Cross chapter nearest the calamity and, when necessary, the
resources of the national organization are committed to assist. In
carrying out its humanitarian mission, Red Cross employs the latest
technology in working with disasters, and never loses sight of the
need for direct contact with disaster victims.
The Red Cross is a unique organization. As the nation's
only Congressionally chartered organization with a mandate for
disaster relief, it accepts this trust and responds in the most
expeditious and cost effective manner possible.
The secret of the American Red Cross lies in its
structure. Red Cross is comprised of about 2,900 local chapters
throughout the United States which provide many diverse services to
the general public every day, only one of which is disaster assistance.
Each year, Red Cross personnel provide instruction in water safety,
CPR and first aid to millions of people. They assist military
personnel and their families, especially in times of emergency; and
provide many health and wellness-related programs both in the
workplace and the community.
The disaster response capabilities of the Red Cross spread
over and across all of the direct and support service departments at
every level of the organization from national headquarters to the
smallest chapter. Although all Red Cross chapters have some type of
disaster response plan, no individual chapter can ever be ready for
every catastrophic disaster which might befall it.
Each chapter has the responsibility to respond to
single-family and multiple-family disasters and attend a variety of
needs resulting from these disasters. This would include providing
food, clothing, shelter and disaster health services. Small disasters
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occur thousands of times daily throughout the United States and
thousands of times daily local Red Cross chapters routinely re~pond
and meet the needs.
,
But how ca,n any chapter, any community, be prepared for
every smgle type of dlsaster? The best way a community can gain
preparedness is by preplanning. To this end, Red Cross personnel are
constantly meeting with local governments, elected officials fire
officials, police departments, civil preparedness people, ;chool
systems, boards of health and many other community services and
agencies to develop and coordinate plans for use in every size
community.
In larger chapters, known as Key Resource Chapters
(Clncinna ti is one), a greater number of resources are available in the
event of disaster. They normally have people who are experienced in
dealing with major disasters -- individuals who have gone on
temporary assignments to other areas of the nation when tornadoes,
hurricanes or floods have left their devastating toll.
There are five basic elements in place at all Red Cross
chapters which are vital in providing disaster assistance. Let me
cover each of these in more detail.
The first of these elements is training. Red Cross courses
are taught in the same manner throughout the entire Red Cross
organization and are designed to equip peo~le in handling major
disaster assignments. Each mass-care supervlsor, each nurse, each
caseworker received the same type of training so that no matter
what part of the country they may be sent, they can work together as
a team.
The second element is communications. The Red Cross
maintains a worldwide communi cations system over which thousands
of messages are sent and received every day. Some of these
messages are urgent and others are routine. This message system
enables Red Cross to communicate almost instantly with all chapters
across the nation and with military facilities worldwide. Red Cross
also uses the same radio frequency, nationwide, in all of its
radio-equipped vehicles. This enables a vehicle being sent from one
area to another to communicate with other Red Cross vehicles upon
arrival at its destination. This is especially important for teams
reporting to help with major disasters. In essence, Red Cross has
good, dependable, fast communications.
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Another element b personnel. The name of each and
every Red Cross volunteer or paid staff member available for
national assignment has been placed in a national skills bank. The
skills bank lists the training the individual has had, along with his or
her disaster experience, and the particular field of expertise. This
enables national headquarters to quickly locate people possessing
needed skills during times of major disasters.
The possession of a national fleet of vehicles is the fourth
element. Specially equipped vehicles are prepositioned at chapters
throughout the United States and can be dispatched within a few
minutes. Red Cross has disaster vans especially equipped to provide
transportation of people and supplies and provide mass feeding. Two
special vehicles, called Mobile Administrative Supply Units, are ready
to roll at a moment's notice to provide all of the necessary technlcal
and support supplies needed to administer a disaster of any size. We
are fortunate to have one of these semi-tractor traller rigs based in
Cincinnati; the other is in San Antonio.
The final element is bulk supplies.
The Red Cross
maintains eleven donated warehouses, strategically located
throughout the United States, where thousands of cots, blankets,
flood clean-up kits, personal hygiene kits and insulated food and
beverage containers are ever ready for immediate transportation to
the site of a disaster.
With all of these elements already in place, Red Cross
maintains a constant state of readiness to respond whenever and
wherever a disaster may occur.
But, even so, no Red Cross chapter can be prepared for
every type of disaster. Therefore, Red Cross has designed a system
of supplementing local resources with assets from other areas when a
major disaster strikes. Historically, the organization recognizes that
certain types of skills or positions must be filled for every di saster
situation. The numbers of people filling particular positions are
based on the size and scope of the disaster.
The temporary Red Cross headquarters establishe d to
work a particular disaster is usually located outside the disaster area.
We try to plck a centrally located city which is easily accessible by
highway and by air to enhance movement of personnel and supplies.
Using the disaster skills bank, people are recruited based on the
particular skills they possess and their previous experience. Many of
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the people will have multiple skill levels, as Red Cross encourages
crosstraining and crossexperience for all of 1ts volunteers and staff.
The first obligations for any volunteer or paid staff
representative reporting for duty at a disaster site is to forget about
his or her back-home job and concentrate totally on the assignment
which has been given at the disaster operation. Each position is
preassigned; prior to leaving the home chapter, each individual is
given a specific assignment including details about where to report
and to whom to report.
Irnmediately upon notification of a major disaster,
national headquarters sends out what is known as an administrative
team, comprise d of specialists for each of the major functions of a
disaster operation. This includes an administrative team leader,
assistant team leader, family service officer, mass care officer,
supply officer, personnel officers, volunteer coordinator, public
informa t10n officer and a survey damage assessment supervisor.
This "strike force," if you will, responds first to the
disaster scene, evaluates the effectiveness of the local chapter, then
assists in any way possible. If the local chapter needs help, part of
the team or the total team will stay and work with the chapter. If
the chapter has no one qualified in il specific category, for example ,
mass care, the t eam member whose expertise is mass care will work
with one or more local chapter representatives to teach them how to
perform the functions. This enables the local chapter to become
stronger and may stimulate the individual who is traine~ on t~e spot
to volunteer for further training and eventually for natlonal dlsaster
assi.gnments.
Usually the people arriving at the scene of the disaster do
not know each other. It is the team leader's responsibility to quickly
develop a cohesive operational group so they perform as a team even
under tremendous pressures.
As the operation developes, district offices may be set up
and from these will come service centers, shelters and mass-feeding
fac ilities, all important elements of the total operation. Disaster
assignments for staff and volunteers may range from three weeks to
several months, depending on the size of the operation and the
availability of the individual.
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During the course of a major disaster operation, many
people may fill the same position on a rotating basis. Usually, the
replacement is brought in several days before the incumbent leaves
the disaster so that the new person can become acquainted with the
position, the status of the operation and the progress being made.
Here again, the crosstraining works.
Also, our similar training
programs throughout the entire country pay dividends because the
person coming in will fill the position in exactly the same way as the
person who is leaving. Personalities may change, but the operational
procedures and the systems remain the same.
Cincinnati is an important link in the national disaster
program. We have fourteen volunteers and staff who are trained in
particular areas.
Our specialists range from job director to
supervisors in survey and damage assessment, public affairs, family
services, mass care, supply and disaster health services.
It is hard to realize what it is like to be one of the first
people to arrive on the scene of a major disaster. During the recent
flooding in West Virginia, Pennsylvania and Maryland, one of our
Cincinnati staff was sent to direct the entire Red Cross operation in
that region. By the time he arrived on the scene, the local Red Cross
chapters were already providing exceptional care for the families by
sheltering and mass feeding. Let me say that during the initial stages
of a disaster operation, it is important to get families together and to
keep them together. At this stage of a disaster, it is far too early for
people to determine what their long-range needs will be. Even so,
families should be kept together as a unit so that they can face the
emergency head on. During the emergency phase, Red Cross provides
a warm place to sleep, food and clothing.
I have received a report from the Cincinnati Red Cross
worker mentioned earlier who is heading the Red Cross portion of the
recovery efforts in West Virginia. I thought you might like to hear
some of the comments from his report. He writes:

As I landed at Parkersburg, West Virginia, it
was hard to realize that in about an hour I
would be driving into an area that was hit hard
by a storm caused by the hurricane cal~ed
Juan. Less than 50 miles from the destructIon
site, life was going on as usual, no ?ne s~eming
to realize the problems that their neIghbors
faced such a short distance away.
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As I drove nearer to the area designated as.our
headquarters 1 recognized some tell-tale signs
from the st~rm . At first, there were only
sUght signs of debris where creeks and small
rivers had overflowed.
As I pulled off the main road a.nd . head.ed
toward a rendezvous point for a bnefmg with
State Police, I came over the top of a
mountain road which once was two lanes and
now was less than one. Soon, I came upon a
road block where West Virginia National
Guardsmen had been stationed to prevent
people who had no official function from
entering. I presented my identification and
was passed through and given specific
directions. I then drove about 500 yards to a
site where a field com mand post was set up.
The State Patrol Lieutenant met me and
I
discussed what infor mation he had.
explained my area of responsibility and asked
the lieutenant if he could provide me with
some estimate of the destruction that had
occurred. He suggested we use a National
Guard vehicle to surve y the area. We drove
down a steep hill covered with mud, large
boulders and parts of trees.
As we came
around a bend in the road, we stopped the
tr~ck, got ?ut and walked to the edge of a
cliff. Lookmg over the edge of the cliff into
the valley, we saw the remains of what
appeared to be several houses. They looked
somewhat like toy houses crushed by a giant.
As I viewed the crushed, twisted, muddy
remains of what were, until two days ago,
people's homes, I reflected upon the many
times in recent years 1 had witnessed a scene
similar to this. I know that even though these
people had a feeling of total hopelessness now,
many would, in time, recover. Some victir:'s,
due to the stress of the disaster, would requlre
professional help; but aU would need good
family support systems.
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Scenes like this bring home how fragile we
really are and how fierce Mother Nature can
be. This scene was only one of at least 50 that
I would see dur ing my six weeks stay in the
area.
In some cases, whole towns were inundated or
totally destroyed. In fact, I saw where some
towns all but vanished in the wake of this
powerful storm. Some 12,763 familes were
affected;
nearly
2,700
families
lost
everything. Thirty-nine people perished and
eighteen are still missing.
Relief efforts were hampered by high water,
roads and bridges that were destroyed, and by
mountain roads -- treacherous under normal
conditions but almost like an enemy now.
Many families escaped death during the flood
by he ading for the hills and clinging to
whatever was available.
Almost immediately, the proud people began
helping each other.
People who lost
everything assisted those who had something
left. Churches, schools, fire departments and
private citizens opened their homes providing
shelter to the homeless. It is not known how
many people were sheltered, but we do know
that Red Cross sheltered over 5,500 people at
76 sites in the three-state area.
Relief efforts were started by the local and
state governments. Among the heroes were
the many volunteer fire fighters who worked
tirelessly for many incredible hours rescuing
people, frequently risking their own lives.
Heroes, also, were the National Guardsmen
who were on the job, quickly evacuating
victims by land, water and by air.
The rains had started on Saturday, and by
Monday most of the cities and villages
ultimately affec ted by the water were in
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trouble. By that time, Red Cross headquarters
in Washington was infor med and the national
plan was activated.
Chapters across the
country began to respond.
Personnel and
vehicles were dispatched to a staging area in
Clarksburg, West Virginia , from which they
were sent to locations t hroughout the affected
areas. Over the next six weeks, 586 volunteer
and paid staff arri ve d from 36 states to
augment the efforts of more than 1,500
volunteers
from
t he
local
chapters.
Altogether, the Cincinnati Area Chapter sent
13 people, plus our mass c are feeding vehicle
to Clssist the West Virginia flood victims.
In addi tion to the man y shelters, several mass
feeding centers were set up. The Southern
Baptists brought in their 45-foot mobile,
self-contained kitchen which prepared 6,000
meals daily and acted as a "mothership" to the
Red Cross feeding vans. Food was prepared in
these self-contained kitchens, loaded into
insulated containers, and placed upon the
smaller feeding vehicles which drove about the
countryside providing people three meals a
day. Some other voluntary agencies working
directly with the Red Cross in West Virginia
were the Methodists, Seventh Day Adventists,
Mennonites, and the Christian Relief World
Congress Committee. During the six weeks
our people were there, more than 350,000
meals were served, 8,000 flood clean-up kits
issued, and 6,600 comfort kits distributed.
The cooperation between Red Cross and
federal,
state
and
local
governmental
agencies, other organizations, and with
industry, was outstanding. The West Virginia
National Guard provided both vehicles and
men to assist Red Cross. Individual companies
donated goods, warehouse space, and loaned
employees to assist the Red Cross in
accomplishing the massive relief effort.
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It is estimated that Red
will be on the scene for
months, interviewing and
families who lost all or
had.

Cross case workers
at le ast three more
assi sting the many
much of what they

In summary, the massive relief was performed
by people -- people like you and me.
As I stated in my opening sentence, the American Red
Cross is ready to do its job Whether it be a major disaster, such as the
one in West Virginia, or the more common initiatives taken every day
at
nearly
every chapter in the country. It is an organization that is
here
to stay.

This paper was written for me to present to the Literary
Club tonight by the Disaster Director of the Cincinnati Area Chapter
of American Red Cross. He is here with us tonight and I would like
to introduce him to you -- Mr. Gary G. Miller.
withr Lincoln.
us is the Director of the local Red Cross
Chapter -- Also
Mr. WaIte

